Alternatives to "Legalization":
Richer Views of Law and Politics
MarthaFinnemore and Stephen J. Toope

The authors of "Legalization and World Politics" (special issue of I0, summer
2000) have done an excellent job connecting one branchof thinking about international law (rooted in the legal theory of H. L. A. Hart) to one branch of thinking
about internationalpolitics (neoliberalinstitutionalism).1However, the connections
between the two disciplines are broader and deeper than the volume indicates.
Internationallegal scholarshave long understoodthat internationallaw is more than
the formal, treaty-basedlaw on which the volume's authorsfocus their work. Law
is a broad social phenomenon deeply embedded in the practices, beliefs, and
traditions of societies, and shaped by interaction among societies.2 Customary
internationallaw displays this richer understandingof law's operationas does the
increasingly large body of what has been termed "interstitiallaw," that is, the
implicit rules operating in and around explicit normative frameworks.3Similarly,
legal pluralist analysis of domestic and internationallegal systems focuses on the
interactionof overlapping state and nonstate normativesystems.4
We show how a fuller appreciationof what internationallaw is and how it
influences behavior allows room for a wealth of intellectual connections between
internationallegal scholarshipand researchin internationalrelations-connections
that are not evident from the framing of the "legalization"phenomenon in the IO
volume we discuss here. We arguethat a narrowconception of law and legalization
hinders rather than helps these authors' empirical research. Narrow and stylized
frameworks like this one may be useful if they provide conceptual clarity and
facilitate operationalizationof concepts. However, the empirical applications of
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legalization in the volume suggest the opposite: the articles reveal that the concept
of legalization as defined in the volume is peripheral, in need of revision, or
generates hypotheses that are wrong. A fuller considerationof law and its role in
politics might produceconcepts that are more robustintellectuallyand more helpful
for empirical research.

A Richer View of International Law
The framersof the volume are careful in definingtheir terms.Legalizationrefers to
a specific set of characteristicsthatinstitutionsmay (or may not) possess: obligation,
precision, and delegation.5 Each of these characterizationsmay be present in
varying degrees along a continuum,and each can vary independentlyof the others.
This attention to definitions is helpful and lends coherence to the volume, but
appropriatingthe general term legalization for only a few features of the law is
misleading. It suggests that law is and can only be this limited collection of
formalized and institutionalizedfeatures. The phenomenonthe authorsinvestigate
might more accuratelybe termed legal bureaucratization,since it seems to involve
the structuralmanifestationsof law in public bureaucracies.We fully agree that the
connectionsbetween law and public bureaucracyare importantin world politics, but
this connection does not exhaust law's role.6 Under a broader view of law, the
legalization of politics encompassesmore thanjust the largely technical and formal
criteriaof obligation, precision, and delegation. It encompasses featuresand effects
of legitimacy, includingthe need for congruencebetween law and underlyingsocial
practice.7It attendsto the purposiveconstructionof law within inheritedtraditions,
the way participatingin law's constructioncontributesto legitimacy and obligation,
and to the continuum of legality from informal to more formal norms.8 Indeed,
withoutthis broaderview of law that causes us to pay attentionto legal procedures,
methodologies, institutions,and processes generatinglegitimacy, the authors'three
componentsof legalizationlack theoreticalcoherenceand raise more questionsthan
they answer, as we show.
Obviously, any analytic endeavorof this kind requiresfocus, and the authorsare
explicit about the issues they "bracket,"but nowhere in the volume is there any
cautionarydiscussion to situate the authors'very particularunderstandingof law's
role in a largercontext of the possible roles law might play.9 Consequently,there is
also no assessmentof how importantthis specific legalizationphenomenonmight be
among law's many influences in politics or of how this formalized legalization
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might interactwith other work law does in the world. In such an extensive effort,
these omissions seem surprising.Given that most IO readers are not lawyers, we
believe that situatingand more precisely specifying the authors'notion of legalization will be helpful.
The view of law presentedin the volume, though important,is limited. In it, law
is constructedprimarilythroughcases and courts, or throughformal treaty negotiation. The processes of law are viewed overwhelmingly as processes of dispute
resolution, mostly within formal institutionalizedcontexts. The "internationallegal
actions" chosen in the volume's introduction to epitomize the phenomenon of
legalization are mainly examples of tribunaldecisions. The secondaryevidence of
legalization is drawn exclusively from explicit obligations imposed by treaties.'0
Law in this view is constraintonly; it has no creative or generativepowers in social
life. Yet law working in the world constitutes relationshipsas much as it delimits
acceptablebehavior.The very idea of state sovereignty,both a legal and a political
construction, creates the context that allows for the formal articulationof treaty
rules.1 Similarly, propertyrights, over which political actors battle in many of the
volume's articles, are themselves dynamic constructionsgeneratedby law. Oddly,
given this group of authors,even the role of formal law in creatingand shaping the
life of institutions like the IMF, GATT, and WTO, explicitly addressed in the
volume, is neglected. Theirsis an overwhelminglyliberaland positivist view of law.
It is also limited to the bureaucraticformalism described by Weber and so is very
"Western"in a narrowsense.12We are not implying that Western law, positivism,
and liberalism are uninterestingtheoreticalframeworks,but an analysis of the role
of law in world politics that is entirely constrainedby these three optics, attending
primarilyto formal institutions,is at best partial.13
Despite the efforts of the framersof the volume to define terms and to expressly
bracketissues, at the end of the day it is difficult to decide exactly what the authors
have set out to demonstrateand what analytic work their concept of legalization is
supposedto accomplish.Is legalizationa dependentvariableor an independentone?
The framingchaptersare not clear on this basic point, and the articlesoffer diverse,
even contradictory, treatments. This diversity also begs obvious questions. If
legalization is a phenomenonto be explained, what other factors might explain it,
and how importantare they? If legalization explains aspects of state behavior,what
other independentvariables should be considered in assessing legalization's role,
10. Goldstein et al. 2000, 385-86.
11. Bierstekerand Weber 1996.
12. Glenn 2000.
13. For a helpful categorizationof various legal theories as they relate to the question of compliance,
see Kingsbury1998. Among the competingtheories of internationallaw (and particularlyof international
obligation) that are not included within the volume's concept of legalization are the "worldconstitutive
process" model of the Yale School (Lasswell and McDougal 1971; Reisman 1992), natural law
approaches(Verdross and Koeck 1983), the "transnationallegal process" model of Harold Koh (Koh
1997), the "interactional"framework of Brunnee and Toope (Brunnee and Toope 2000), and the
rigorously rationalisticlaw and economics approachof Goldsmith and Posner (Goldsmith and Posner
1999).
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and how might these interactwith legalization?'4Equally importantfor the authors,
do the three defining featuresof legalization all have the same causes, or cause the
same effects, and how would we know if they did (or did not)? In the last section
of this article, we examine three applicationsof their concept of legalization and
show that confusion about these basic issues limits the utility of their conceptualization of legalization.

Three Lacunae
Political scientists have understood for decades that formal institutions do not
capturemany of the most importantfeaturesof politics. Indeed, the authorsof this
volume have a fairly broad, and by now standard,political science definition of
institutions,one thatfocuses attentionbeyond theirformalattributes.Institutionsare
"rules, norms, and decision-makingprocedures"that shape expectations, interests,
and behavior.15Marryingsuch a broadunderstandingof institutionsto a narrowand
formal understandingof law seems both unfortunateand unnecessary. A fuller
understandingof law would complement our more nuanced understandingof
institutions and produce a richer joint research agenda. To illustrate, we discuss
three interrelatedfeatures of internationallaw neglected in the volume; these
features are central to understandingits effects on world politics and, further,are
crucial to a theoreticallydefensible understandingof the very specific legalization
phenomenonthe volume's authorsemploy.
Custom. The most obvious casualty of the volume's narrowframingof legalization is customaryinternationallaw, with which it almost completely fails to engage.
Any assessment of law's persuasive influence that neglects to treat seriously the
customary law elements of such topics as state responsibility, legal personality,
territory, human rights, and the use of force is bound to produce a skewed
perspective. For example, customary law on the use of force stands alongside,
complements, and even modifies treaty-basednorms.16Although the UN Charter
and humanitarianlaw treaties establish an explicit framework of norms circumscribing the use of force in internationalrelations, no one analyzing this issue-area
can afford to ignore the customarylaw of self-defense or the impact of the concept
of jus cogens (peremptorynorms)on the attitudesof states towardthe legitimateuse
of force.17 It is not surprisingthatthe volume containsbut the briefest discussion of
security issues, for they simply cannot fit within a narrowjudicial and treaty-based
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17.
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perspective on law's influence in world affairs.18Similarly, in the area of human
rights, the broadening of customary law obligations has altered the content of
interstatediplomatic rhetoric and affected bilateral political relationships.Canada
and Norway now engage in a trilateral"humanrights dialogue" with China, for
example, an engagement that could not take place in the absence of customary
norms, for China has yet to ratify key human rights treaties.19Again, it is not
surprising that the one article on human rights concludes that the legalization
frameworkdoes not explain behavior particularlywell.
Defining characteristics of law. A second, related,issue concernsthe selection of
obligation, precision, and delegation as the defining characteristicsof legalization.
While the volume's framersoffer careful discussion of these terms, their meanings,
and characteristics,they say little about why, among the universe of legal features,
these three are more importantthan others. These three features certainly do not
define law or distinguishit from other types of normativity,nor are they the source
of law's power (or, if they are, that case is not made in the volume).
Precision and delegation are particularlyproblematic. In a number of wellestablished areas of internationallaw with strong records of influence and compliance, norms are relatively imprecise. Examples include the delimitationof maritime
boundaries(often accomplishedon the basis of "equity"),the bases of state criminal
jurisdiction(where overlappingrules are the norm), and state responsibility(including a very broadduty not to knowingly allow one's territoryto be used in a manner
harmfulto anotherstate). Similarly, there are wide swaths of functioning international law that do not depend in any way on extensive "delegation"of decisionmaking authority.Outside of the Europeancontext, the entire law of humanrights
operates and affects world politics without any mechanisms of compulsory adjudication. The treaty-monitoringbodies only gain jurisdictionto deal with individual
cases with the consent of states, a consent only sporadicallygranted.For example,
HumanRights Committeedecisions are not enforceable.It is also rarefor domestic
courts to implement internationalhuman rights commitments directly within national law. A comparablepatternof influence in the absence of delegation is found
in internationalenvironmentallaw. Many internationalenvironmentalcommitments
continue to function on the basis of information-sharingand voluntarycompliance.
Where moder treaties create mechanisms to promote implementation,they are
often premised on the need for positive reinforcementof obligations ratherthan on
adjudicationand sanctions for noncompliance.There is no extensive delegation of
decision-making authority.Why delegation and precision should be defining fea-

18. The exception is a brief foray into ASEAN's security relationships in Kahler 2000a. The
Nicaragua Case (1986) is discussed in Keohane, Moravcsik, and Slaughter2000, though for purposes
unrelatedto an analysis of the customarylaw on the use of force.
19. For example, although China recently ratifiedthe InternationalCovenant on Economic, Social,
and CulturalRights, it has yet to ratify the InternationalCovenant on Civil and Political Rights.
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tures of legalization and what they add to the analytic power of this concept is
simply not clear.
Further, the relationship among these three characteristics is unexplored, a
significant lacuna since these features could contributeto contradictorydevelopments in many circumstances. Increased precision could lead to less obligation,
when prospective members of legal regimes are driven away by fears of detailed
rules that are inflexible (a point actually supportedby the descriptionof the WTO
offered by JudithGoldstein and Lisa Martin).20Delegation of decision making can
also lead to less precision in rules ratherthan to greaterclarity, as presumedby the
proponentsof legalization. If one considers the decisions of the InternationalCourt
of Justice in boundarydelimitationcases, for example, the results are clearly legal,
influential,and effective in promotingcompliance,but they are highly imprecise.21
What we gain by combining, rather than disaggregating, concepts with such
complex and tense interrelationshipsis not well explained.
Most problematic, however, is the volume's conceptualizationof obligation,
arguably the central preoccupation both of lawyers and of political scientists
interestedin how norms affect state behavior. Obligationis centralto the volume's
frameworkof legalization, yet the authors articulateno theory of obligation and
seem remarkablyuncuriousabouthow a sense of obligationmight be generated.In
the volume's lead article, legal obligation is defined in an entirely circularfashion,
with reference to its products: "Legal obligations bring into play the established
norms, procedures,and forms of discourse of the internationallegal system."22We
know obligation by what it achieves, but this approach does not explain how
obligation creates these products. To the extent that the bases of obligation are
treatedat all in the framing article, the conceptualizationis very thin, formal, and
contractual.Obligation is created when parties enter into treaties or other express
agreements.The mechanismfor generatingobligation is thus choice-presumably
choice by utility-maximizing actors.23Yet both legal scholars and international

20. Goldstein and Martin2000.
21. In the North Sea ContinentalShelf Cases [1969] ICJ Rep. 3, the court articulateda "rule"of law
that the continental shelf should be divided on the basis of "equitable delimitation taking into
considerationall of the circumstances."This rule has shapedall subsequentcontinentalshelf negotiations
as well as judicial and arbitraldecisions.
22. Abbott et al. 2000, 409.
23. In Abbott and Snidal's discussion of "soft law," that quintessentiallyfluid concept is treatedas a
preexistingform of institutionto be chosen by states for strategicreasons. Abbott and Snidal 2000. This
approach misses much of what we know from many legal analyses about how soft law works; see
Chinkin 1989; Hillgenberg 1999; and Finnemore2000. First, soft law is not simply "out there"waiting
to be chosen. Partof what is "soft"about this form of law is precisely that it is in flux, in the process of
becoming. How states treat it is not exogenous to soft law; it determines and shapes soft law; it is
constitutiveof it. Equally important,the notion that states "choose"soft law formulationsis misleading.
Soft law, like customarylaw, is not always "chosen"in a meaningful strategicsense. For example, the
evolution of the "precautionaryprinciple"or "intergenerationalequity" in internationalenvironmental
law is a study in normativeentrepreneurshipand subtle instantiationas much as in strategicchoice. See
Brunnee 1993; and Brunnee and Toope 1997.
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relations (IR) scholars understandvery well that contractualobligations alone are
often insufficient to determinebehavior.
More careful theorizing of these defining characteristicsmight have led the
framers to explore some alternative features of law and develop more robust
concepts. For example, one concept thatis notablyabsentfrom the various analyses
of obligationis legitimacy, yet legal scholarshave long focused on legitimacy as an
essential source of obligationand "compliancepull"in law.24Legitimacyin law has
been argued to have a number of interrelatedsources. Legitimacy is generatedin
partthroughattentionto internallegal values thatwe seem to take for grantedin the
liberal democraticWest but that students of repressionwill recognize as essential.
Law is legitimate only to the extent that it produces rules that are generally
applicable, exhibit clarity or determinacy, are coherent with other rules, are
publicized (so that people know what they are), seek to avoid retroactivity,are
relativelyconstantover time, are possible to perform,and are congruentwith official
action.25Law that adheres to these values is more likely to generate a sense of
obligation, and correspondingbehavior change, than law that ignores these values.
Legal legitimacy also depends on agents in the system understandingwhy rules are
necessary.26Participatingin constructinglaw enhances agents' understandingof its
necessity. Finally, adherenceto specific legal rationalitythat all participantsunderstand and accept helps to legitimate the collective constructionof the law. Legal
claims are legitimate and persuasive only if they are rooted in reasoned argument
that creates analogies to past practice, demonstratecongruence with the overall
systemic logic of existing law, and attendto contemporarysocial aspirationsand the
larger moral fabric of society.27Law that exhibits this kind of rationality-that is
viewed as necessary, involves in its constructionthose it binds, and adheres to
internallegal values-is more likely to be viewed as legitimate than law that does
not have these features.
Legitimate law generates obligation, not just in a formal sense but also in a felt
sense. Legitimacy thus connects obligation to behaviorin importantways.28This is
a major strainof argumentin internationallaw scholarship,one that IR scholarsdo
read, yet the authors of the 10 volume do not address legitimacy as part of the
legalization phenomenon.They never investigate legitimacy's relationshipto obligation, precision, and delegation, nor do they explore alternative hypotheses

24. See Lauterpacht1947; Lasswell and McDougal 1971 (where legitimacy is not discussed directly
but is implicit in the posited relationshipbetween "authority"and "control");Franck 1990; and Byers
1999.
25. See Fuller 1969; Franck 1990; and Postema 1994. These legitimating characteristicsare much
broader than the volume authors' concept of "precision," as indicated by Fuller's term for these
values-"internal morality of law." Fuller 1969.
26. See Fuller 1969; and Postema 1994.
27. See Fuller 1969; Franck 1990; and Brunnee and Toope 2000.
28. Franck 1990.
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concerning legitimacy.29We suspect that legitimacy is a prior variable, generating
a felt sense of obligation and empoweringthose who delegate to do so. Variations
in legitimacy almost certainly relate to variations in legalization. The spread of
formal legal institutions investigated in the volume is likely to depend on the
legitimacy of these formal legal processes generally and on the legitimacy of the
particularconfigurationsof these processes (the kind of delegation, the natureand
content of the obligation) that these institutionsembody.
Law as process. A thirdfundamentalissue to consideris the natureof legalization
itself. The authorsof this volume treatlaw as an artifact-something createdby state
choice-and equate legalization with three features of the form of this artifact
(obligation, delegation, precision). Politics thus becomes "legalized,"in their view,
as it displays these three features. When one thinks about what legitimates law,
however, anotherpossibility emerges. Law, and by implicationlegalization,may be
much more aboutprocess than aboutform or product.Much of what legitimateslaw
and distinguishesit from other forms of normativityare the processes by which it
is created and applied-adherence to legal process values, the ability of actors to
participateand feel their influence, and the use of legal forms of reasoning.A view
of legalization that focused on legal relationshipsand processes ratherthan forms
would be more dynamic and bettersuited to explainingchange-which many of us,
the volume's authors included, are interested in. Unlike Thomas M. Franck, we
would not arguethatprocess is the only thing that legitimates law.30Values suffuse
legal argumentand they underlielegal processes generally, so it is not sufficient to
seek the power of law solely in the details of its processes of elaboration and
application.31But it is equally suspect to craft a frameworkfor the empirical study
of legalization that ignores process in favor of an essentially structural, and
product-focused,analysis.
As framedin the volume, the world's "moveto law" is a move to a very particular
kind of law, and not one that resonates with international lawyers who are
unaccustomedto the narrowview of obligation espoused by the authorsand who
would doubt that precision or delegation are the hallmarksof growing normativity
in internationalrelations. A broaderunderstandingof law would open up research
connections among scholars who would not find the authors' formulation of
legalization particularlyengaging. Most obviously, a more culturallyand sociologically attunedformulationof the role of law speaks to constructivistconcerns and
builds bridges between that group of IR scholars and like-minded thinkersin law.
Situatinglaw in its broadersocial context allows room for culturalexplanationsof

29. Abbott and Snidal recognize that legitimacy exists, but they do not theorize or investigate its
independentcausal effects on strategic choice. Abbott and Snidal 2000, 428-29. Lutz and Sikkink do
explore legitimacy issues and find, as we suggest, that these are causally prior to legalization. Lutz and
Sikkink 2000, 654-59.
30. Franck 1990.
31. See Hurrell2000; and Toope 2000.
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behavior and identity formationin ways that these scholars will find helpful. It also
promises to reveal connections between IR theory and approachesto comparative
law that address issues of identity and normativechange within legal traditions.32
Focusing on law as a set of relationships,processes, and institutionsembedded in
social context has the furtheradvantageof reformulatingthe lively legal debateover
how "soft"law "hardens"and connectingit with the rich and growing body of work
on transnationalnorm dynamics that has occupied constructivistsin recent years.
Exploringthe causes, nature,and effects of legal legitimacy, a task that cuts across
almost all these concerns, is alreadyreceiving extensive attentionin both of these
disciplines.

What Difference Does Law Make?
A fuller understandingof law is not simply a pleasing accessory to the framework
proposed in this volume, however. It is a necessity. The purposeof the legalization
concept is presumably to facilitate empirical research. If a narrowly drawn and
simplified concept generates new insights for researchersand helps them explain
empiricalpuzzles, it may still be valuable.To assess whetherlegalization does this,
we examine the three articles that apply the concept of legalization to different
issue-areas. Our examinationsuggests that the concept provides little help to these
researchers,not only because it contains such a narrow notion of law but also
because it is inadequatelytheorized.
Beth Simmons, applyingthe concept of legalizationto monetaryaffairs,asks why
states voluntarilydeclarethemselves boundby Article VIII rules concerningcurrent
account restrictions and unified exchange rates. She frames this as a credible
commitmentsproblem.The policy dilemma for states is to make theircommitments
to Article VIII rules credible to markets,thus producingdesired investment flows.
Law's role is to provide a "hook"or signal that makes commitmentscredible.33
The legalization concept does little work here. Simmons certainlydoes not need
it to carry out her analysis. The only aspect of the concept Simmons treats is
obligation, recasting it as "credible commitment";precision and delegation are
apparentlynot relevant. Conceptual equipment for credible commitment and signaling analyses have been aroundfor a long time. Simmons could have completed
essentially the same analysis without "legalization";it is not clear how the concept
helps her.
Adopting a richer view of law, as we suggest, might open this analysis to some
importantquestions and make law more than peripheralin our understandingof
these events. A focus on law's role, for example, might promptus to ask whether
or why legal commitments are credible signals to marketsfor all states. After all,

32. See Postema 1991; Kennedy 1997; and Glenn 2000.
33. Simmons 2000, 601.
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some of the developing countriesmost successful at attractinginvestment, such as
China and Indonesia,have extremely weak conceptions and applicationsof the rule
of law. If accepting legal obligations is such an importantsignal to investors, as
assumedhere, why do investorspour so much money into countrieswhere law is so
weak?34 If Simmons believes that domestic and internationalrule of law are
unconnected,so that investors assume that even countrieswithout effective rule of
law domestically will be bound unproblematicallyin the internationalrealm, this
would certainlyrequiresome elaboration,since it cuts againstprominentpast work
by other authorsin the volume.35
More generally, equating law with obligation and obligation with credible
commitments ignores much of what law does in monetary affairs that might be
relevant to Simmons' analysis. The notion that law is merely promise-keeping
ignores both the authoritativeand the transformativecharacterof law. States are not
makingthe Article VIII decisions in a legal vacuum.The Articles of Agreement(of
which Article VIII is a part)createdan entire structureof law on monetaryaffairs,
including a Weberianrational-legalbureaucracy(the InternationalMonetaryFund)
to make policy on monetarymatters.Law thus createda new source of authorityin
monetary matters, the IMF, which generated new rules for states but also new
knowledge abouttechnicalmattersin economic policy thatchangedexpectationsfor
behavior. Throughoutthe period examined by Simmons, states are making their
decisions about Article VIII commitmentsin a dynamic environmentof law, rules,
and economic knowledge about monetary policy, and much of this changing
environment is actively promoted by the IMF. One odd feature of Simmons'
analysis is that the IMF is all but absent, implying that its actions are unconnected
to Article VIII decisions, even in states that have been under its tutelage. The fact
that the IMF, through its technical assistance programs, is deeply involved in
shaping the laws and central institutions (including central banks) of monetary
politics in memberstates underscoresthis problem.Treatinglaw's role as simply a
"hook" or signal to markets ignores the fact that law, and the rational-legal
bureaucraciesit creates, has transformedmonetarypolitics both internationallyand
domestically,enablingstates to entertainthis kind of commitmentas a policy choice
and generatingthe conceptualand policy equipmentto make crediblecommitments
to Article VIII desirable and possible, particularlyin the developing world.
Goldstein and Martin's analysis of trade politics addresses the volume's legalization concept much more directly. They examine the effects of increasing
obligation, precision, and delegation in formal trade agreements on international
cooperationand compliance.They find that "moreis not necessarilybetter"because
more precision and "bindingness"in rules can mobilize protectionistgroups who
can now better calculate the costs of freer trade.

34. Wang's analysis of exactly this question in the case of China points squarely to the need for a
broaderview of how law works. Wang 2000.
35. For example, Slaughter 1995.
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What work does the legalization concept do here? As in Simmons' article,
Goldstein and Martin create a link between legalization and another well-known
concept in political analysis, in this case, information. "Increasedtransparency"
(better information)is added to the definition of legalization without comment in
this article.36Informationthen becomes the centerpiece of the analysis. "Legalization entails a process of increasing rule precision, [ergo] a more legalized trade
regime will provide more and better informationabout the distributionalimplications of commercial agreements."37Once we understandwhat legalization does to
information,informationdoes most of the heavy analytic lifting in this article, not
law.
One obvious question to ask is whether increased legalization really translates
into increasedinformationand decreaseduncertaintyin the way the authorsassume,
or whether, indeed, change among the three elements of legalization correlates
positively at all. This is an instancewhere some disaggregationof the concept might
be helpful. Goldstein and Martin make a strong case that an inverse relationship
exists between precision and any sense of felt obligation, since more precisiontends
to promotegreateruse of escape clauses and mobilizes interestgroups for noncompliance. The inverse relationshipthey identify in trade can be found in other areas
as well. InternationalCourt of Justice decisions on questions as diverse as formal
requirements for the creation of custom or unilateral treaty commitments, the
existence of regional customarylaw, the concept of nationality,and the legality of
nuclear weapons have all been crafted to promote greaterbindingness by offering
less precision.
Unfortunately, however, Goldstein and Martin's findings seem not to have
promptedmuch rethinkingof the content of legalizationby the volume's framersor
by Miles Kahler in the conclusion.38 Such an overall examination might have
revealed additionalproblematicrelationshipsamong their three elements of legalization, even in the Goldstein and Martin article. For example, it is not clear that
increasedprecision in law always increases certaintyabout distributionaleffects, as
Goldstein and Martin assume. If increased precision involves delegation, uncertainty may remain high or even increase because delegation, by its nature,creates
uncertaintyin principal-agentrelationships.Thus, membersof the WTO may have
more precise rules about resolving disputes than they did under the GATT, but the
workingsof the dispute settlementbody may be sufficientlyopaqueor unpredictable
that distributional consequences remain uncertain in many areas. Conversely,
increased delegation does not guaranteemore precise rules for the same principalagent reasons, so there is no reason to think those co-vary. The overall effect of
Goldstein and Martin'sinterestingfindingaboutthe effects of informationis thus to
suggest a wide array of possible relationshipsamong legalization's core features.
This, in turn, suggests that the legalization concept is itself less analyticallyuseful
36. Goldstein and Martin 2000, 604.
37. Ibid., 604.
38. Kahler 2000b.
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than its componentparts,which, as we noted earlier,are not necessarily or uniquely
legal.
More attentionto law might lead these authorsto ask some substantivequestions
that would bear on their findings. These authors are commendably enthusiastic
about including domestic politics in their analysis yet remarkablyinattentive to
variations in those politics created by widely varying structuresof domestic law.
Law governing ratificationof trade agreements, central to this analysis, differs
hugely across even the democratic,industrializedcountrieson which these authors
focus. These differences profoundlychange the "logic of [domestic interestgroup]
mobilization" in different countries, around which the analysis revolves. For
example, the authorsassert that it is the need for treatyratification,with attendant
public processes of debate,thatgives rise to the possibility of effective protectionist
backlash. Yet in Canada, the United States' largest trading partner, the treatymaking power is held by the functional equivalent of the executive branch (in
practicethe prime ministerand cabinet), and there is no constitutionalrequirement
for ratificationby Parliament.The entire NAFTA treatycould have been concluded
by the executive branch,benefitingfrom the legitimacy grantedby an overwhelming
parliamentarymajority, without any opportunityfor formal political debate. The
limited public debate that did take place revolved aroundthe need to involve the
Canadian provinces in negotiations, for it is provincial legislatures that must
transformmany trade treaty obligations into domestic law. However, that debate
related primarilyto jurisdictionalconflicts between federal and provincial authorities and did not provide significant opportunitiesfor the protectionistconcerns of
particularindustriesor trade unions to mobilize public opposition.
These differences in legal structureare more than simply differences in the
constraintsor political opportunitystructuresurroundingstrategicactors. Domestic
structuresof law are, themselves, mobilizing factors for a wide variety of groups
involved in trade politics. Domestic law is what constitutes, empowers, and
mobilizes a host of interestgroups,from tradeunions, to professionalorganizations,
to business groups, to environmentalistsand human rights activists. Unions have
different forms and powers in different national legal contexts, as do business
groups and nongovernmentalorganizations. Law's role in mobilizing different
groups is much more profoundthan mere provision of information.
Attentionto this broaderset of legal influences might also lead the authorsaway
from their curiously dichotomouspictureof tradepolitics as an interactionbetween
free-tradeand protectionistinterest groups. Groups may oppose trade agreements
for many reasons;they may oppose some types of free tradebut not others. Groups
opposed to free tradecan actually find inspirationfor their work in specific policies
and pieces of legislation passed by the same governments that now promote a
free-tradeagenda.Again, to take a Canadianexample, anti-free-tradecoalitions are
mobilized by nongovernmentalorganizationsactive in the protectionand promotion
of indigenous culture. These coalitions are empowered by existing laws that
promote Canadiancontent on radio and television, and in print. Such culturaland
identity-orientedlegal frameworks,and the legitimacy they provide for expanding
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anti-free-tradearguments,cannotbe reducedto "economicprotectionism."One can
find comparable examples in French legislation and French nongovernmental
organizations,especially concerning U.S. domination of the domestic market for
films.
Goldstein and Martinare certainlycorrectthat domestic politics are importantin
trade politics, but significant variation in domestic legal systems should provoke
some caution in claiming generalized effects of domestic ratificationon interest
group politics. If generalizing their analysis to Canadais problematic,we suspect
that generalizingto Europeand Asia, and certainlythe developing world, would be
even more so. More careful thought about the varied possibilities for law to shape
public debates on trade-by providing informationbut also by constituting, empowering, and constrainingdifferentkinds of actorsin differentstates-might yield
a more defensible set of propositions.
Ellen Lutz and KathrynSikkinkapply the legalization concept to humanrights to
test their hypothesis that increased legalization increases compliance with human
rightslaw.39They examine three areasof humanrightslaw-torture, disappearance,
and democraticgovernance-and find the least compliance in the most "legalized"
area, torture, and the most compliance in the least "legalized" area, democratic
governance.They find strongerexplanatorypower for compliance in broadersocial
variablesand in the "normcascade"that swept throughLatin America in the 1970s
and 1980s.
Oddly, the legalization concept seems to be most useful to these researcherswho
find its effects so limited. Unlike Simmons, or Goldstein and Martin, Lutz and
Sikkink take us through an examinationof the concept, as defined in the framing
chapter,and discuss its applicationto their issue-area.Lutz and Sikkink do not turn
legalization into some other analytic concept (like informationor credible commitment) to carryout the analysis. In particular,they engage explicitly with the concept
of obligation, suggesting briefly that human rights norms are often rooted in
customary law. They also stress that any existing "right"to democratizationcan
only be a social normor a customarynorm.Theirfindingssupportthe understanding
of obligation that we traced out earlier, an approachrooted in social processes of
interaction.To be effective, obligation needs to be felt, and not simply imposed
througha hierarchyof sources of law. Precision and delegation play absolutely no
role in the promotionof compliance, at least with these humanrights norms. Once
Lutz and Sikkink find the legalization hypothesis wanting, they move into familiar
conceptual turf (for Sikkink), employing the "norm cascade" concept elaborated
elsewhere to explain the patternof compliance they see.40
That Lutz and Sikkink focus so strongly on legalization's contributionto compliance brings us back to an importantproblem.As noted earlier,the framingarticle
is not clear about analytic objectives. If the volume's purpose is primarily to

39. Lutz and Sikkink 2000.
40. Finnemoreand Sikkink 1998.
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describe legalization, then Lutz and Sikkink's article is beside the point. After all,
the framing article does not claim that legalization will lead to greatercompliance
with law. Consequently,the fact that a more highly legalized area engenders less
compliance than a less legalized area is neitherhere nor there for the framersof the
volume. Yet the idea that this finding is somehow beside the point and gives no
pause to the framers, as revealed by Kahler's dismissive treatmentof Lutz and
Sikkink's article in the conclusion, is surprising, since elsewhere the volume's
authors claim to investigate the consequences of legalization that, presumably,
would involve compliance.41More generally, if the purpose of the legalization
concept is to generate hypotheses that guide research, one would expect disconfirmingevidence of the type Lutz and Sikkinkpresentto resultin a rethinkingof the
basic concept. If the concept of legalizationis both narrowtheoretically,containing
no theory of obligation, and weak when applied to empirical studies, parasitizing
otherconcepts and uninterestedin compliancewith normsin concrete settings, then
we are forced back to our central question: how much does the legalization
frameworkdeliver?

Conclusion
No analysis can do everything,but analystsmustjustify their choice of focus in the
light of other obvious possibilities. The framersof the legalization concept are not
explicit, however, about their limited view of law or about alternativeviews of law
(or IR theory) that might yield differentunderstandingsof their cases. Further,they
have not adequatelytheorized their definitionof legalization so as to provide clear
help to the empirical researchersseeking to apply the concept. We have called
attentionto some alternativeviews of law and suggested ways they can help us to
addressgaps in the authors'own frameworkthat might lead researchersto examine
important questions neglected in this volume. Our hope is the same as the
authors'-that internationallaw and IR scholarswill begin to readeach other's work
more carefully and use each other's insights in analysis. Our suspicion, however, is
that this process will not yield a long trail of scholarship on the concept of
legalization as defined in the volume discussed here. Rather, as IR scholars read
more broadly in internationallaw, they will find rich connections between the two
fields and will be able to createjoint researchagendas that are diverse and fruitful.
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